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ABSTRACT

WORKLOAD SMOOTHING IN ASSEMBLY LINES

İmat, Sadullah
M.S., Department of Industrial Engineering
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Meral Azizoğlu

December 2014, 69 pages

In this thesis, we consider a simple assembly line balancing problem with fixed
number of workstations and predefined cycle time. Our objective is to minimize the
sum of the squared deviations of the workstation loads from the cycle time.

We first present pure integer nonlinear programming model and then convert the
model into mixed integer linear program. We develop several optimality properties
and bounding mechanisms, and use them in our branch and bound algorithm.

The results of our computational study reveal that our branch and bound algorithm is
capable of solving medium sized problem instances in reasonable times.

Keywords: Assembly Lines, Workload Smoothing, Branch and Bound Algorithm
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ÖZ

MONTAJ HATLARINDA İŞ YÜKÜ DÜZGÜNLEŞTİRME

İmat, Sadullah
Yüksek Lisans, Endüstri Mühendisliği Bölümü
Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Meral Azizoğlu
Aralık 2014, 69 sayfa
Bu tezde çevrim zamanı ve istasyon sayısının sabit tutulduğu basit montaj hattı
dengeleme problemini ele aldık. Hedefimiz çevrim zamanının istasyonlardaki iş
yükünden farkının karesini en aza indirmektir.
Öncelikle tam sayılı doğrusal olmayan programlama modeli sunduk ve bu modeli
karışık tam sayılı doğrusal modele çevirdik. Bir çok en iyilik özellikleri ve sınırlama
mekanizmaları geliştirdik ve bunları dal-sınır algoritmasında kullandık.
Yapmış olduğumuz çalışmaların sonuçları dal-sınır algoritmamızın orta ölçekli
problemleri makul sürelerde çözebildiğini göstermektedir.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Montaj Hatları, İş Yükü Düzgünleştirme, Dal-Sınır Algoritması
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Assembly lines are flow-oriented production systems that consist of serial
workstations performing repetitive set of operations on products. As the repetitive
operations on the product at the workstations provide specialization of labor,
assembly lines are used extensively in mass production systems to decrease the unit
cost of manufacturing, increase the efficiency and speed of the production, and
produce high quantity standardized commodities.

The complete assembly work is divided into the smallest individual and indivisible
operations, called tasks. The tasks are assigned to the workstations while taking
precedence relations and demand satisfaction constraints into account. The
precedence relations define some technological or organizational restrictions on the
products, such that some tasks cannot start before some others are complete. To
ensure the satisfaction of the period demand, one unit of product is to be completed
at the end of each specified time, so called cycle time. This follows, the sum of the
processing times of the tasks assigned to each workstation cannot exceed the cycle
time. Assembly line balancing problem is an assignment of each task to a
workstation such that the precedence and cycle time constraints are satisfied so as to
optimize the pre-specified objective.

Boysen, Fliedner and Scholl (2007) classify different types of assembly lines as a
simple assembly line, mixed-model line, multi-model line, U-shaped line, parallel
stations line, and two-sided line. A simple assembly line balancing problem is the
1

core problem since it keeps the main aspects and uses many assumptions for
simplification. Simple assembly line balancing problems are categorized in two main
types according to the objective functions (Becker and Scholl, 2006):


Type I problems: Minimizing the number of workstations for a given
cycle time. A Type I problem is related to operating cost reduction
brought by the number of workstations (workers).



Type II problems: Minimizing the cycle time for a given number of
workstations. A Type II problem is related to the production rate
maximizing by the time between the completions of two units.

Some other types of line balancing problems mentioned in the literature can be
categorized as follows:


Type E problems: Maximizing line efficiency.



Type III problems: Maximization of workload balancing.



Type F problems: Objective independent feasibility problems.

The majority of the literature on assembly line balancing problems considers the
Type I, Type II and Type E problems. Very recent studies have recognized the
importance of Type III problems and the related research is quite limited.

Type III problems try to attain equality of workloads across the workstations by
defining workload smoothness indices. These indices are in terms of the deviations
between the workstation loads and predefined cycle time, or target workstation load.

Some studies in the literature include workload smoothness measures as a secondary
criterion, while the primary criterion being the number of workstations minimization.
Once the number of workstations is defined, the workload smoothness becomes an
important practical concern.

2

In manufacturing practice, unbalanced load among the workstations causes fatigue in
manual work systems, where human body accomplishing some physical task without
an external source of power, with or without hand tools. Fatigue can also be suffered
by workers due to the unbalanced load in worker-machine systems, where worker
operating a piece of powered equipment. Due to the fatigue, ergonomic risks increase
and production rate of the assembly line decrease (Mikell P. Groover, 2007).
Rachamadugu and Talbot (1991) mention that in manual lines, workload balancing
brings the notion of equity. Uneven distributions of workloads are viewed unfair
which might trigger different pays amount the workers. The empirical study of
Smunt and Perkins (1985) shows that, in particular the long assembly lines, should
balance the workload among the workstations en route to maximizing the production
rate. On the other hand, the automated work systems, where process is performed
without the direct participation of a human worker, are adversely affected by the
load. Unbalanced workload decreases the remaining lifetime of the machines,
increases the probability of machine breakdowns. Hence it reduces the chance of
reaching the target production rate.

Recognizing the importance of the workload balancing and the lack of related
research, we consider balancing the workload among the workstations for simple
assembly line balancing problem where the number of workstations and the cycle
time are given. We assign the tasks to the workstations so as to minimize the total
squared deviation around the defined cycle time. We show that our objective is
equivalent to minimizing the sum of the squared workstation loads. We define the
problem as a pure integer nonlinear program. We then give the mixed integer linear
programming model. We develop some properties of the optimal solutions and use
them in our branch and bound algorithm and in mathematical models. To the best of
our knowledge, our study is the first optimization attempt for the workload
smoothing problem, in assembly lines.

3

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 defines the problem, gives
the mathematical model and discusses the related literature. In Chapter 3, we present
our optimality properties. The branch and bound algorithm is discussed in Chapter 4.
Chapter 5 reports the results of our computational experiment. Chapter 6 concludes
the study.
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CHAPTER 2

PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this chapter, we first define our problem, and introduce the mathematical model to
solve the problem optimally. Then, we present an example instance that illustrates a
feasible and optimal solution. Finally, we give a review of the related literature.

2.1 PROBLEM DEFINITION
Manufacturing a single product on the assembly line requires the partitioning of total
work into tasks and all tasks should be completed in workstations, arranged along an
assembly line.

In all workstations, total task time cannot be greater than the cycle time, which
directly affects the production rate of the assembly line. Precedence relation among
the tasks is considered, i.e., some tasks cannot start before the completion of some
others.

The problem is to determine the assignment of the tasks to each workstation. Our
objective is to minimize the sum of the squared deviation of the workload from the
cycle time, which actually aims to balance the workload, among the workstations.

The following assumptions are made:
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Tasks are indivisible and each should be performed on exactly one
workstation.



All tasks can be performed in all workstations, and all workstations are
equipped identically.



Number of workstations and cycle time are given.

The environment is deterministic and static, i.e., the parameters (task times,
precedence relations) are known with certainty and not subject to any change. All
workstations are reliable, i.e., available at all times.

2.2 MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
We use the following indices, parameters and decision variables to present our
mathematical model. There are N tasks and K workstations.

Indices:
i: set of tasks, i ϵ {1,...,N}
k: set of workstations, k ϵ {1, ...,K}

Parameters:

ti: processing time of task i
(u, v): precedence relations among tasks, task u should immediately precede task v
IP: set of all immediate predecessors
C: cycle time

Decision Variables:
1 if task i is assigned to workstation k
xik = { 0 Otherwise

i ϵ {1,...,N} and k ϵ {1,...,K}

wk: sum of the task time assigned to the workstation k, i.e., workload of workstation k
6

The mathematical formulation of the problem is introduced below.

Mathematical Model:

Minimize Z =
𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑡 i

𝐾
𝑘 =1(𝐶

− 𝑤𝑘 )2

(1)

𝑥ik = wk

wk ≤ C
𝐾
𝑘 =1 𝑘

𝑥uk ≤

𝐾
𝑘 =1 𝑥 ik

𝐾
𝑘 =1 𝑘

𝑥vk

=1

𝑥ik ϵ {0, 1}

∀𝑘

(2)

∀𝑘

(3)

(u, v) ϵ IP

(4)

∀𝑖

(5)

∀𝑖, 𝑘

(6)

The objective expressed in equation (1) is to minimize the sum of the squared
differences between cycle time and station load.

𝐾
𝑘=1 (𝐶

− 𝑤𝑘 )2 is also referred to as

flow index and smoothness index, in the literature.

Equation (2) represents the station load, i.e., total processing time of the tasks
assigned to the workstation.

Constraint set (3) ensures that each station load does not exceed the cycle time.

Constraint set (4) maintains the precedence relations among tasks. This constraint set
ensures that a task can only be assigned to a workstation if all its predecessors have
already been assigned to the current or earlier workstations.

Equation set (5) ensures that each task is assigned to exactly one workstation.
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Constraint set (6) is the binary assignment constraint on the variables that explain our
decisions.

The mathematical model has two sets decision variables, xik and wk. The number of
decision variables is 𝑁 × 𝐾 + 𝐾.

The model has five constraint sets. Constraint set (2) and Constraint (3) have a
dimension of K and equation set (5) has a dimension of N. On the other hand,
Constraint set (4) has a dimension of |𝐼𝑃| × |𝐼𝑃|, upper bounded by 𝑁 × 𝑁 − 1 2.
Thus, the dimension of the problem related with the number of constraints is
𝑁 × 𝑁 + 1 2 + 2 × 𝐾. Constraint sets and the dimensions are presented in Table
2.1.

Table 2.1 The number of the constraints in the mathematical model
Constraint Set
2
3
4
5
Total

Number
K
K
𝑁× 𝑁−1 2
N
𝑵× 𝑵+𝟏 𝟐+ 𝟐×𝑲

We reduce the number of the decision variables and number of constraints by using
the optimality properties discussed in the next chapter.

The feasibility version of the assembly line balancing problem with fixed number of
workstations and fixed cycle time is NP-complete in the strong sense (Scholl, 1999).
This result follows that any optimality version of the problem is strongly NP-hard.
So is our workload balancing problem with fixed number of workstations and fixed
cycle time.
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2.3 A FEASIBLE AND OPTIMAL SOLUTION OF THE MODEL
To illustrate our decisions, we take the example instance from Eswaramoorthi et al.
(2012). The precedence network is as given below:

Figure 2.1 The precedence graph by Eswaramoorthi et al. (2012)
We set 𝐾 = 4 and 𝐶 = 97. A feasible assignment of the tasks to the workstation is as
given below:

Table 2.2 A feasible assignment of the tasks to the workstation
Workstation #
1
2
3
4

Task Assigned
1,3,4
2,5,6,8
7
9,10
9

Workload
97
82
76
83

For the feasible solution, workload deviations among the workstations are shown in
Figure 2.2.

Workload (Feasible Solution) vs. Cycle Time
97
97
97

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

97

97
82

Workstation 1

83

76

Workstation 2

Workstation 3

Workstation 4

Figure 2.2 Loads of the workstations in a feasible solution
The objective function value of the solution is:

Z=

4
𝑘 =1(𝐶

− 𝑤𝑘 )2 = (97 − 97)2 + (97 − 82)2 +(97 − 76)2 + (97 − 83)2

Z=

4
𝑘 =1(𝐶

− 𝑤𝑘 )2 = 862

The range of the workloads is:

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑘 𝑤𝑘 − 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑘 𝑤𝑘 = 97 − 76 = 21
An optimal solution returned by our model is as tabulated below:
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Table 2.3 The optimal assignment of the tasks returned by our model
Workstation #
1
2
3
4

Task Assigned
3,4
1,2,5,6
7,9
8,10

Workload
86
85
84
83

Figure 2.3 shows the workloads the optimal solution obtained by our model.

Workload (Optimal Solution) vs. Cycle Time
97
97
97

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

97

86

85

84

83

Workstation 1

Workstation 2

Workstation 3

Workstation 4

Figure 2.3 Workload of the optimal solution
The objective function value of the optimal solution is:

Z=

4
𝑘 =1(𝐶

− 𝑤𝑘 )2 = (97 − 86)2 + (97 − 85)2 +(97 − 84)2 + (97 − 83)2

Z=

4
𝑘 =1(𝐶

− 𝑤𝑘 )2 = 630

The range of the workloads is:

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑘 𝑤𝑘 − 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑘 𝑤𝑘 = 86 − 83 = 3
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2.4 LITERATURE REVIEW
In the literature, several types of assembly line balancing problems are studied. The
survey of Boysen et al. (2007) proposes a classification scheme of assembly line
balancing problems. This survey evaluates the 150 papers, published between 1966
and 2006. Battaia and Dolgui (2013) also develop a taxonomy-based survey to
analyze recent studies, published in particular after 2006. These papers summarize
the studies for researchers to develop a point of view while identifying weaknesses
and unexplored areas in the current state-of-the-art. The studies basically, consider
linear function, like minimizing total cost, cycle time or number of workstations.

Otto and Scholl (2011) introduce incorporating the ergonomic risk estimation
methods into simple assembly line balancing models. They evaluate the trade-off
between increase in cost from adding workstations and decrease in ergonomic risks,
considered important by manufacturers. This study reveals that unequal distribution
of tasks does not only create workload imbalance between manufacturing processes,
but also the ergonomic risks to the manufacturing environment. Although, workload
balance is critical in certain aspects, the studies about the workload balance are quite
scarce.

Rachamadugu and Talbot (1991) define the primary objective as the minimizing the
number of workstations. After solving the problem according to the primary
objective, rebalancing procedure is applied as a secondary objective, the workload
balancing of the workstations for a given cycle time and given number of
workstations. Workload range, workload variance and the sum of absolute deviations
of workloads are defined as the workload balancing objectives. They study the mean
absolute deviation and propose an iterative heuristic procedure. The procedure
improves the allocation of work across workstations and yields computationally
efficient solution.

Ponnambalam et al. (2000) propose a multi-objective genetic algorithm to solve
assembly line balancing problem, considering different performance measures such
12

as the number of workstations generated, the smoothness index before the trade and
transfer phase, the smoothness index after the trade and transfer phase, the line
efficiency before the trade and transfer phase and the line efficiency after the trade
and transfer phase. In this study, the smoothness index is defined as an index for the
relative smoothness of a given assembly line, considering the maximum workstation
time and workloads of the each workstation. A smaller smoothness index means that
smoother line which reduces the in-process inventory. This study is an application of
the workload balance performance measures for comparing and evaluating the
heuristics.

Mozdgir et al. (2013) propose evolutionary computation based method on the
differential evolution algorithm. The algorithm, the application of meta-heuristics on
public large-sized benchmark instances, is actually developed to minimize workload
smoothness index in simple assembly line balancing Type II problem. After finding
feasible solutions, Mozdgir et al. (2013) analyze them in according with the
minimizing the smoothness index. The differential evolution algorithm is compared
with the workload leveling procedure, and it is found that the algorithm reduces the
mean absolute deviation by 31.22% on average over the workload leveling
procedure.

Eswaramoorthi et al. (2012) introduce the flow index parameter, based on cycle time
and this parameter is used in the COMSOAL (computer method of sequencing
operations for assembly lines) algorithm. They use the flow index, FI as their
objective function. The algorithm enables the optimal task assignment for line
balancing and smoothen the production flow. Usage of the takt time creates a
relationship between volume and time available to produce the product.
Manufacturers can be able to regulate the pace of production as the output of one
process directly consumed by another with an assembly line designed with takt time.
Their adopted COMSOAL approach is evaluated with the several benchmarking
problems from the literature and proposed approach performs better after the
application of the FI procedure.
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Wenping et al. (2013) formulate and minimize smoothness index using Memetic
algorithm. The tasks are firstly coded according to the sequence of the assignment to
the workstations and this task permutation is treated as the coded chromosome,
which does not necessarily create a feasible solution. Finally, decoding procedure,
the creation of feasible solution from the coded chromosome, is applied. Smoothness
index obtained with Memetic algorithm is slightly greater than that with Package
Lingo; however, the computing time decreases dramatically in Memetic algorithm.

There are several studies that consider workload balancing in multi-criteria context.
The most noteworthy of those studies are due to Nearchou (2008), proposing a new
population heuristic, based on the differential evolution method, to solve the multiobjective single-model deterministic assembly line balancing problem where the
cycle time and the smoothness index are two criteria. They use differential evolution
heuristic to generate the Pareto optimal set. Their experimental study shows superior
performance over a weighted sum Pareto genetic algorithm and a Pareto-niched
genetic algorithm.

Emdea et al. (2010) summarize the objective functions for workload smoothing in
the literature and test them in a comprehensive computational study. The study
reveals that ignoring the interdependencies between the planning tasks when
executing them successively is worse than using suitable forms of anticipation
mechanism. This mechanism enables to investigate the anticipation of short-term
sequencing issues by workload smoothing and identify robust line balances resulting
in a reduction of short-term work overloads during medium-term line balancing.

Nourmohammadi et al. (2011) present a multi-objective differential evolution
algorithm where the cycle time and the smoothness index as two criteria. After
finding a set of candidate solutions, they use an evaluation and prioritization
procedure that benefits from the technique for order preference by similarity to ideal
solution (TOPSIS). Results obtained from the multi-objective differential evolution
algorithm with TOPSIS are superior to the execution of the differential evolution

14

algorithm without TOPSIS, provided by Nearchou (2008), in terms of the average
relative deviation from the existing cycle time and theaveragesmoothnessindex.

Hamta et al. (2013) introduce multi-objective optimization of a single model
assembly line balancing problem. Their criteria are the cycle time, the total
equipment cost and the smoothness index. Different from classical simple assembly
line balancing problem, random task times between upper and lower bound are
defined. Combination of particle swarm optimization algorithm with variable
neighborhood search is used to solve the problem and examination over several test
problems shows that proposed hybrid algorithm outperforms an existing multiobjective genetic algorithm in terms of the solution quality and the running time.

In their multi-criteria study, Ullahet et al. (2014) aim to minimize cycle time,
maximize the probability that completion time of tasks on a workstation will not
exceed the cycle time and minimize smoothness index. Bee colony algorithm is
applied to get the Pareto set and their results reveal that the algorithm outperforms
the non-dominated sorting algorithm by the quality of Pareto results and
computation.
The most closely related study to ours is that of Eswaramoorthi et al. (2012)‟s. Both
studies consider flow index as the objective function and take the cycle time and
number of workstations as given. Eswaramoorthi et al. (2012) propose a heuristic
procedure whereas our study presents an optimization procedure.

15
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CHAPTER 3

OPTIMALITY PROPERTIES

In this section, we first present some theory on the properties of the optimal solution.
We then discuss the use of properties en route to strengthening our mathematical
model.

3.1 PROPERTIES OF THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION
Theorem 1 below shows that our objective function is equivalent to minimizing total
squared load over all workstations.

Theorem 1: Minimizing

𝐾
𝑘 =1 (𝐶

− 𝑤𝑘 )2 is equivalent to minimizing

Proof:

Z=

𝐾
𝑘=1 (𝐶

− 𝑤𝑘 )2 =

=

𝐾
2
𝑘 =1 𝐶

− 2𝐶

𝐾
𝑘 =1 𝑤𝑘

𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑡𝑖

follows:

𝐾
𝑘 =1 𝑤𝑘

=

Z= K𝐶 2 − 2𝐶

𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑡𝑖

𝐾
𝑘 =1

+

𝐶 2 − 2𝐶𝑤𝑘 + 𝑤𝑘 2
+

𝐾
2
𝑘 =1 𝑤𝑘

𝐾
2
𝑘 =1 𝑤𝑘
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𝐾
2
𝑘 =1 𝑤𝑘 .

Recall that the first two terms are constant, hence irrelevant for optimization. This
follows:

Min Z≡ Min

𝐾
2
𝑘 =1 𝑤𝑘

#

Theorem 2 states that in an optimal solution all workstations have assigned tasks.
Therefore, any solution that resides an empty workstation cannot be optimal.

Theorem 2: Each workstation is occupied by at least one task, in an optimal
solution.

Proof: Assume a solution in which workstation s is empty and workstation r resides
task a and some other task(s). The objective function value is:

Z = Min

𝐾
2
𝑘 =1 𝑤𝑘

=

𝐾
2
𝑘 ≠𝑟,𝑠 𝑤𝑘

+ 𝑤𝑟 2

Take task a from workstation and put it to workstation s. The new objective function
is:
Z’ =

=

𝐾
𝑘 ≠𝑟,𝑠

𝑤𝑘 2 + (𝑤𝑟 − 𝑡𝑎 )2 + 𝑡𝑎 2

𝐾
2
𝑘 ≠𝑟,𝑠 𝑤𝑘

+ 𝑤𝑟 2 − 2𝑤𝑟 𝑡𝑎 + 𝑡𝑎 2 + 𝑡𝑎 2

Z − Z’ = 2𝑤𝑟 𝑡𝑎 − 2𝑡𝑎 2
= 2𝑡𝑎 (𝑤𝑟 − 𝑡𝑎 ) > 0

as 𝑤𝑟 > 𝑡𝑎

This follows Z−Z’> 0 and Z> Z‟.

Hence, a solution that resides an empty workstation cannot be optimal.
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#

Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 are from the classical assembly line balancing theory and
gives the earliest and latest workstation of any task, respectively. The theorems use
precedence relations information.

Theorem 3:

𝑡 𝑖 + 𝑗𝜖 𝑃 𝑡 𝑗
𝑖
𝐶

is the earliest workstation to which task i can be assigned.

Proof: See Patterson and Albracht (1975).

Theorem 4:𝐾 −

𝑡 𝑖 + 𝑗𝜖 𝑆 𝑡 𝑗
𝑖
𝐶

+ 1 is the latest workstation to which task i should be

assigned.
Proof: A minimum of 𝑡𝑖 +

𝑗𝜖 𝑆𝑖 𝑡𝑗

units of load should be assigned to the

workstation that resides task i and to all later workstations, and this necessitates at
least

𝑡 𝑖 + 𝑗𝜖 𝑆 𝑡 𝑗
𝑖
𝐶

− 1 workstations after assigning task i. Hence task i should be

assigned earliest to workstation −

𝑡 𝑖 + 𝑗𝜖 𝑆 𝑡 𝑗
𝑖
𝐶

−1 .

#

We hereafter let:

Ei =

𝑡 𝑖 + 𝑗𝜖 𝑃 𝑡 𝑗
𝑖
𝐶

Li = 𝐾 −

= earliest workstation of task i

𝑡 𝑖 + 𝑗𝜖 𝑆 𝑡 𝑗
𝑖
𝐶

+ 1 = latest workstation of task i

We illustrate Ei and Li computations on the 10-task example problem used in Chapter
2. Table 3.1 gives the task times and IPi values.
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Table 3.1 Task times and IPi values, used by Eswaramoorthi et al. (2012)

i

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

ti

11

11

48

38

53

10

76

8

8

75

2

1,2,3,
4,5,6,
7,8,9

-

IPi

-

-

3

2,3,4, 1,2,3,
5
4,5,6

2

1

The ISi values are as reported below.

Table 3.2 The immediate successor values for the example problem
İ

1

ISi 7,8,10

2

3

5,6,7,
9,10

4

5

6

4,6,7,
6,7,10 6,7,10 7,10
10

7

8

9

10

10

10

10

-

We now calculate Ei and Li values for task 1 and task 6.

For Task 1:
IP1= ∅

𝑡1 +

𝑡𝑗 = 𝑡1
𝑗𝜖 𝐼𝑃1

ES1 =

𝑡 𝑖 + 𝑗𝜖 𝑃 𝑡 𝑗
𝑖
𝐶

=

𝑡1
𝐶

=

11
97

=1

IS1= 7,8,10

𝑡1 +

𝑡𝑗 = 𝑡1 + 𝑡7 + 𝑡8 + 𝑡10 = 11 + 76 + 8 + 75 = 170
𝑗𝜖 𝑆1
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LS1 = 𝐾 −

𝑡 𝑖 + 𝑗𝜖 𝑆 𝑡 𝑗
𝑖
𝐶

+1 =4−

170
97

+1=3

For Task 6:
IP6= 2,3,4,5

𝑡6 +

𝑡𝑗 = 𝑡6 + 𝑡2 + 𝑡3 + 𝑡4 + 𝑡5 = 10 + 11 + 48 + 38 + 53 = 160
𝑗𝜖 𝐼𝑃6

ES6 =

𝑡 𝑖 + 𝑗𝜖 𝑃 𝑡 𝑗
𝑖
𝐶

=

𝑡 6 +𝑡 2 +𝑡 3 +𝑡 4 +𝑡 5
𝐶

=

160
97

=2

IS6= 7,10

𝑡6 +

𝑡𝑗 = 𝑡1 + 𝑡7 + 𝑡10 = 11 + 76 + 75 = 162
𝑗𝜖 𝑆6

LS6 = 𝐾 −

𝑡 𝑖 + 𝑗𝜖 𝑆 𝑡 𝑗
𝑖
𝐶

+1 =4−

162
97

+1=3

For the sake of completeness, we give ESi and LSi values for all i in the following
table.

Table 3.3 ESi and LSi values for all i
İ

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

ESi

1

1

1

1

1

2

3

1

1

4

LSi

3

2

2

2

2

3

3

4

4

4

Theorem 5 states a lower bound on the optimal objective function value.
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Theorem 5:

2
𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑡 𝑖

𝐾

is a lower bound on the objective function value.

Proof:. We can rewrite the objective function as follows:

𝐾

𝐾
2
𝑘=1 𝑤𝑘

=

𝐾
2
𝑘=1 𝑤𝑘

≥𝐾

𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑡 𝑖

𝐾

2

=

𝐾
𝑘=1

𝑤𝑘 −
𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑡 𝑖

𝐾

2

𝐾
𝑘=1

as

2
𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑡 𝑖

𝐾

2

𝐾

𝑤𝑘 −

𝐾
2
𝑘=1 𝑤𝑘

follows that

Theorem 5 states that lower bound of

𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑡 𝑖

+𝐾

𝐾

2

𝐾

2
𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑡 𝑖

𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑡 𝑖

𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑡 𝑖

2

≥0.

𝐾

≥

2
𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑡𝑖

𝐾

#

, is a valid lower bound on the

optimal objective function value, Z*.

According to our example:

10
𝑖=1 𝑡𝑖

= 338 and 𝐾 = 4

𝐿𝐵 =

338 2
4

= 28561

Hence Z*≥ 28561

3.2 STRENGTHENING THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL BY OPTIMALITY
PROPERTIES
In this section, we improve our model using our optimality properties. We define 𝑅𝑘
as the set of tasks that can be assigned to workstation k, i.e., 𝑅𝑘 = 𝑖|𝐸𝑖 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝐿𝑖
Theorem 1 reduces our objective function to:

Min Z≡ Min

𝐾
2
𝑘 =1 𝑤𝑘

(7)
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Using the result of Theorems 3 and 4, we modify the cycle time, precedence and
assignment constraints as follows:
𝑖 ∈𝑅𝑘 𝑡𝑖

𝑥ik = wk

∀k

(8)

Constraint set (8) allows assignments from set 𝑅𝑘 to workstation k.
wk ≤ C
𝐿𝑢
𝑘 =𝐸𝑢

𝑘 𝑥uk ≤

𝐿𝑖
𝑘 =𝐸𝑖

𝑥ik = 1

𝐿𝑣
𝑘 =𝐸𝑣

𝑘 𝑥vk

∀k

(9)

(u, v) ϵ IP

(10)

∀i

(11)

In constraint sets (10) and (11), we allow assignments to workstations between Ei
and Li, to task i.

We add the following constraint using Theorem 2.

𝑖 ∈𝑅𝑘

𝑥𝑖𝑘 ≥1

∀k

(12)

Theorem 5 provides a lower bound on the objective function value, hence serves as a
valid cut as stated below.

Z≥

2
𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑡 𝑖

(13)

𝐾

𝑥ik ϵ {0, 1}

∀𝑖, 𝑘

(14)

Our modified pure integer nonlinear programming model is simply minimizes (7)
while satisfying (8) through (14).
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3.3 LINEARIZING THE MODEL
In this section, we provide a linear equivalence for our nonlinear objective function.
Our objective function

Z=

=

𝐾
𝑘=1

𝐾
𝑘 =1

𝐾
2
𝑘 =1 𝑤𝑘

𝑖∈𝑅𝑘 𝑡𝑖

𝑖∈𝑅𝑘

2

𝑥𝑖𝑘

𝑡𝑖 𝑥𝑖𝑘

can be rewritten as:

2

+

𝐾
𝑘 =1

𝑖∈𝑅𝑘

𝑗 ∈𝑅𝑘 𝑡𝑖 𝑡𝑗

𝑥𝑖𝑘 𝑥𝑗𝑘

We define 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘 variables as:
𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘 = {

1 𝑥 𝑖𝑘 =𝑥 𝑗𝑘 =1
0 Otherwise

i ϵ {1,...,N} and k ϵ {1,...,K}

Accordingly, our objective function can be rewritten as:

Z=

𝐾
𝑘=1

2
𝑖∈𝑅𝑘 𝑡𝑖

𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑘 +

𝑖∈𝑅𝑘

𝑗 ∈𝑅𝑘 𝑡𝑖 𝑡𝑗

𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘

(15)

Recall that the above function is linear equivalence of our original nonlinear
objective function. We introduce the following constraint sets to support the
definition of 𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘 .
𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘 ≥ 𝑥𝑖𝑘 + 𝑥𝑗𝑘 − 1

∀ i, j, k

𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘 ≥ 0

∀ i, j, k

𝑖 ∈ 𝑅𝑘 , 𝑗 ∈ 𝑅𝑘

(16)

(17)

The resulting model includes objective function (15) in place of objective function
(7) and has additional constraint sets (16) and (17). It is mixed integer linear
programming (MILP) model as it resides both binary (𝑥𝑖𝑘 ) and continuous (𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘 )
variables. For the sake of completeness, below we restate our MILP model. The
GAMS codes of the models are given in Appendix A, B, C and D.
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𝐾
𝑘 =1

Min Z=

2
𝑖∈𝑅𝑘 𝑡𝑖

𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑘 +

𝑖∈𝑅𝑘

𝑗 ∈𝑅𝑘 𝑡𝑖 𝑡𝑗

𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘 ≥ 𝑥𝑖𝑘 + 𝑥𝑗𝑘 − 1

∀ i, j, k

𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘 ≥ 0

∀ i, j, k

𝑖 ∈𝑅𝑘 𝑡𝑖

𝑥ik≤C

∀k

𝐿𝑢
𝑘 =𝐸𝑢

𝑘 𝑥uk ≤

𝐿𝑖
𝑘 =𝐸𝑖

𝑥ik = 1

∀i

𝑖 ∈𝑅𝑘

𝑥𝑖𝑘 ≥1

∀k

Z≥

𝐿𝑣
𝑘 =𝐸𝑣

𝑘 𝑥vk

(u, v) ϵ IP

2
𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑡 𝑖

𝐾

𝑥ik ϵ {0, 1}

∀𝑖, 𝑘
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𝑦𝑖𝑗𝑘
𝑖 ∈ 𝑅𝑘 , 𝑗 ∈ 𝑅𝑘
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CHAPTER 4

BRANCH AND BOUND ALGORITHM

Recall that our problem is strongly NP-hard. This justifies the use of implicit
enumeration techniques to find an optimal solution. In this study, we design a branch
and bound algorithm that forms the solution starting from the first workstation. At
each branch, we consider the following two types of nodes for the current partial
solution.


Type 1 Node: Representing an addition of a task to the current workstation.



Type 2 Node: Representing closing the current workstation and opening the
next one.

In order to avoid the duplication of the partial solutions, we always add a Type 1
node that represents a task having higher index than the last assigned task to that
workstation.

We create a Type 1 node, provided that the precedence relations are obeyed and
cycle time constraint is not violated.

The partial tree for the 6-task problem instance, whose precedence network is given
in Figure 4.1, is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The number of workstations is given as 3.
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Figure 4.1 The precedence graph for the example instance.

Figure 4.2 A partial tree for the example instance.
A close node at level 2 indicates a partial solution in which only task A is assigned to
the first workstation.
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From the partial schedule 𝐴, 𝐶 at level 2, two nodes emanate. Task B cannot be
added as it has lower index than Task C. Tasks D and F cannot be added due to the
precedence relations. The eligible nodes represent:


Type 1 node: Addition of Task E to the first workstation (no other Type 1
nodes are eligible).



Type 2 node: Closing first workstations with tasks 𝐴, 𝐶 and opening the
second one.

To any Type 2 node, no Type 2 node can be added, as no empty workstation is
allowed.
For the partial solution that closes workstation 1 with 𝐴, 𝐶 , tasks 𝐵 and 𝐸
represent eligible Type 1 nodes.

We eliminate many nodes, due to the following feasibility concerns.

i.

Cycle Time Violation: Do not consider Type 1 node that represents the
addition of task a to the workstation r, if

wr + ta> C
ii.

Number of Workstations Limitation: Do not consider Type 2 node that closes
workstation r, if
𝑁
𝑖 =1 𝑡𝑖

−
𝐶

𝑟
𝑘 =1 𝑤𝑘

>𝐾−𝑟

In other words, do not close a workstation if remaining work requires more
than available number of workstations.

We also fathom a number of nodes, by using the results of our theorems.
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iii.

Number of Tasks Violation: Do not consider Type 1 node, if number of not
yet assigned tasks is 𝐾 − 𝑟.

In such a case, fathom the node, as the optimal solution from that node is
available. The optimal solution assigns each task to one workstation,
according to the precedence relations.

iv.

Number of Tasks Violation: Do not consider Type 2 node, if there exists an
unassigned task a such that La = r.

For each remaining node, representing partial schedule S, we extend the lower bound
proposed via Theorem 5. The extension is discussed below for each node type.


Type 2 Node: S represents closing workstation r.

LB(𝑆) =


𝑟
2
𝑘 =1 𝑤𝑘

+

2
𝑁
𝑟
𝑖=1 𝑡 𝑖 − 𝑘 =1 𝑤 𝑘

𝐾−𝑟

Type 1 Node: S represents adding task a to workstation r.

LB(𝑆) =

𝑟−1
2
𝑘 =1 𝑤𝑘

+

𝑁
𝑟 −1
𝑖=1 𝑡 𝑖 − 𝑘 =1 𝑤 𝑘 −

𝐶−𝑤 𝑟 −𝑡 𝑎

2

𝐾−𝑟

𝑤𝑟 + 𝑡𝑎 is a lower bound on the load of the rth workstation.
𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑡𝑖

−

𝑟−1
𝑘 =1 𝑤𝑘

− 𝐶 − 𝑤𝑟 − 𝑡𝑎 is a lower bound on the total load of the

remaining 𝐾 − 𝑟 workstations. The lower bound is valid as it is assumed that the
open workstation r is to be loaded up to its capacity of C units.

We illustrate the lower bound computations using the network given in Figure 4.1.
Assume 𝐾 = 3 and 𝐶 = 15, the task times are as follows:
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Table 4.1 Task times for the network given in Figure 4.1

Task

A

B

C

D

E

F

Time

5

9

8

4

3

6

The lower bound at the root node is:
6
2
𝑖=1 𝑡𝑖

𝐾

5+9+8+4+3+6
=
3

2

= 81.67

The lower bound for the particular schedule that represents the addition of task B to
𝑆 = 𝐴 is calculated as follows:
𝑤1 = 𝑡𝑎 = 5

𝑟−1

𝑤𝑘2 +

LB(𝑆 ∪ 𝐴 ) =

𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑡𝑖

−

𝑟−1
𝑘=1 𝑤𝑘

2

− 𝐶 − 𝑤𝑟 − 𝑡𝑎

𝐾−𝑟

𝑘=1

35 − 15 − 5 − 9
=
3−1

2

= 578

The lower bound for the partial solution that represents closing the workstation after
adding task A, i.e., 𝑆 = 𝐴 is found as follows:
𝑤1 2 = 𝑡𝑎 2 = 52 = 25
𝑟

LB 𝑆 ∪ 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒

𝑤𝑘2

=
𝑘=1

+

𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑡𝑖

− 𝑟𝑘 =1 𝑤𝑘
𝐾−𝑟

2

35 − 5
= 25 +
3−1

2

= 475

Our branch and bound algorithm uses the depth first strategy with the best lower
bound selection rule. We select depth first strategy due to its relatively low memory
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requirements. We always branch to higher levels and backtrack whenever all the
nodes of the level are fathomed. For branching, we select smaller lower bounds with
the hope of reaching the optimal solution faster. Whenever a lower bound at a
particular node is no smaller than the best known upper bound, we fathom the node.
We find the optimal solution.

Our branch and bound algorithm starts with an upper bound, UB, and updates UB
whenever a feasible solution with smaller objective function value is found.

The algorithm stops when level 0 is reached. The UB value at termination is the
optimal objective function value.

An initial UB can be found using Ei and Li information as follows:

Recall that Rk is the set of tasks that can be assigned to workstation k, i.e.,
Rk = {i |Ei ≤ k ≤ Li}

An UB on the load of workstation k is

𝑖𝜖 𝑅𝑘 𝑡𝑖 .

Hence a valid upper bound on the

optimal objective is UB where

UB =

𝐾
𝑘 =1

𝑖𝜖 𝑅𝑘 𝑡𝑖

2

UB may be loose as any task may be counted many times being in many Rk sets. To
find a more powerful upper bound through a feasible solution that resides each task
in one workstation, we propose the following heuristic procedure.

The heuristic proceeds in two phases. Phase 1 is a construction step that finds an
initial feasible solution. Phase 2 improves the initial solution via shifts in the
workstations (step 2) and pair-wise interchanges (step 3).
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Procedure to find an initial UB

Step 1: Order the tasks according to the ranked positional weight (RPW) heuristic
(Helgeson and Birnie, 1961). RPW order the tasks according to their position
weights, PWs, where
𝑃𝑊𝑖 =

𝑗 ∈𝑆𝑖 𝑃𝑗

+ 𝑃𝑖

𝑆𝑖 = set of all successors of task i.
Note that once task i is not assigned; at least PWi time units of work cannot be
assigned. Hence priority should be given to the task, highest PW, en route to finding a
feasible solution.

Step 2: Starting from the first workstation assign the first task of the RPW order that
satisfies the precedence and cycle time constraints when added to that workstation. If
there is no available task then proceed to the next workstation. Repeat the step until
all tasks are assigned.

Recall that the aim of this step is to produce a feasible solution. To increase the
chance of getting a feasible solution that uses K workstations, it loads to earlier
workstations as much as possible. Such a strategy leaves fewer tasks to later periods,
thereby reducing the risk of infeasibility.

Let UB be the objective function value of the solution.

Step 3: Let Iik be the amount of reduction in the objective function once task i is
replaced at workstation k. (If this replacement is infeasible, Iik = 0) Let S be the
maximum amount of reduction in the objective function among the different
replacement alternatives of task i.

Let S = Maxik {Iik }
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If S > 0, assign task i to workstation k.
Let UB = UB −S

Repeat the step until S > 0.

Step 2 produces an assignment in which the earlier workstations are more loaded.
Our objective function is likely to produce a solution in which all workstations are
similarly loaded. Moreover, Step 2 may use less than K workstations whereas
optimal solution uses exactly K workstations. Hence one can conclude the
replacement of the tasks to different workstations, as in Step 3, may provide
promising results.
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CHAPTER 5

COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENT

We design an experiment to test the performances of the mathematical programming
models and branch and bound algorithm. In this section, we first give our data
generation scheme and then discuss the results of our experiment.

5.1 DATA GENERATION
We take the precedence networks from Scholl that are available on the website
http://www.assembly-line-balancing.de for specified values of the number of tasks,
N. The N values are selected as 21, 25 and 29. The precedence networks for N=21,
25 and 29 are given in Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 respectively.

Figure 5.1 Precedence network with 21 tasks.
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Figure 5.2 Precedence network with 25 tasks.

Figure 5.3 Precedence network with 29 tasks.
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We generate the task times using uniform discrete distribution 𝑡𝑖 ~𝑈 1,10 . We use
two cycle time values 15 and 20.

We define the number of workstations based on the results of the Ranked Positional
Weight Heuristic. The resulting workstation number KR is an overestimate of the
minimum possible number of workstations. We set K to KR, KR+1 and KR+2. The KR
values that are found in our experiments are as tabulated below.

Table 5.1 The KR values of our experiment

N
21
21
25
25
29
29

C
15
20
15
20
15
20

KR
Minimum Average Maximum
7
9.4
12
6
7.1
8
10
11.6
13
6
8.3
10
10
13.3
15
8
9.9
11

Note from the table that the KR values increase as N increases and decrease as C
increases. The average KR value is 9.4 for N=21 and 11.6 for N=25 and 13.3 for
N=29, when C=15. When N=25, the average KR values decreases from 11.6 to 8.3
workstations as C increases from 15 to 20. We also observe that the KR values
between problem instances having the same C and N values are close, i.e., the ranges
of KR values are narrow.
For N=21 and N=25, two values of C and three values of K, give 2 ∗ 2 ∗ 3 = 12
combinations. For N=29, two values of C and two values of K, give 2 ∗ 2 = 4
combinations. As a total we have 16 combinations. For each combination, we
generate and solve 10 instances. Hence, our experiment set has 160 problem
instances.
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Our mathematical models are solved with the model solutions using GAMS. CPLEX
solver is used for the mixed integer linear model. On the other hand, COUENNE
solver is used to solve the nonlinear model. The branch and bound algorithm is coded
in C++ programming language. The experiment is run on Intel Core i3, 2.20 GHz PC
with 4 GB RAM.

5.2 ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
In our main experiment, we investigate the effect of the parameters on the
performance of the branch and bound algorithm. Moreover, we report on the
performances of the mathematical models: pure integer nonlinear program (PINLP)
and mixed integer linear program (MILP). We compare the model performance with
that of the branch and bound algorithm.

For both models and branch and bound algorithm, we set a termination limit of one
hour. We include the instances that do not return optimal solutions in one hour while
computing the average CPU times and average number of nodes.

We first investigate the effects of the bounding mechanisms on the performance of
the branch and bound algorithm. We run our branch and bound algorithm with and
without upper bounds for N=21 and report the results in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2 The Upper Bound Performances in B&B Algorithm, N=21

C
15
15
15
20
20
20

K
KR
KR+1
KR+2
KR
KR+1
KR+2

C
15
15
15
20
20
20

K
KR
KR+1
KR+2
KR
KR+1
KR+2

B&B without UB
B&B with UB
CPU time (sec.)
CPU time (sec.)
Average Maximum Average Maximum
1.89
8.47
1.65
7.58
2.29
8.92
2.14
8.11
6.50
28.86
6.26
28.83
0.51
1.22
0.48
1.22
1.09
2.53
1.09
2.47
0.98
2.98
0.91
2.59
# of nodes
# of nodes
Average Maximum Average Maximum
304,594 1,339,143 302,969 1,329,139
377,034 1,399,712 375,893 1,389,694
1,164,299 5,295,261 1,162,751 5,283,261
95,573
240,595
95,397
240,375
223,382
489,917
223,221
489,724
178,938
439,839
178,634
439,564

Table 5.2 shows that the effect of the upper bounds in reducing the number of nodes,
thereby the CPU times, is not much significant. All CPU times decrease only slightly
once upper bounds are used. Note that when C=15 and K= KR+2, the average and
maximum CPU times are 6.50 and 28.86 respectively, without upper bounds. The
respective CPU times are 6.26 and 28.83 with upper bounds. The average and
maximum number of nodes are 1,164,299 and 5,295,261 for C=15 and K= KR+2
without upperbounds. The corresponding number of nodes with upperbounds are
1,162,751 and 5,283,261.

We next investigate the effects of the lower bounds on the performance of the branch
and bound algorithm. We observe that the effects of the lower bounds are more
dominant than those of the upper bounds. Table 5.3 reports on the performances of
two branch and bound algorithms; one using a lower bound only at the close nodes
and the other using lower bounds at all nodes of the branch and bound tree. The
results are for the simplest combination of the experiment with 21 tasks and KR
workstations.
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Table 5.3 The effects of the LB on the B&B algorithm, N=21, K=KR

C
15
20
C
15
20

B&B without LB
CPU time (sec.)
Average Maximum
1,667.64
3,600.01
1,961.35
3,600.01
# of nodes
Average Maximum
77,513,530 168,603,031
91,921,510 187,124,579

B&B with LB
CPU time (sec.)
Average Maximum
1.65
7.58
0.48
1.22
# of nodes
Average Maximum
302,969 1,329,139
95,397
240,375

As can be observed from the table, our lower bounds are very effective in reducing
the number of nodes, thereby reducing the CPU times. Even the easiest combination
with 21 tasks and KR workstations could be hardy solved in 1 hour, when the lower
bounds are not used. When the lower bounds are used, the maximum CPU times are
no more than 7.58 seconds, for C=15 and 1.22 sec. for C=20.

When the lower bounds are used, the number of nodes decreases drastically since we
can fathom the candidate nodes whenever a lower bound at a particular node is no
smaller than the best known upper bound. In our experiment for C=20, average
number of nodes decreases from 91,921,510 to 95,397 by using the lower bounds.
Hence, we continue our runs by using lower bounds at all nodes.

We test the performance of the reduction properties on the MILP solutions. Table 5.4
reports the CPU times of two MILP models; one using the reduction properties and
the other not using the properties.
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Table 5.4 The effects of the optimality properties on the MILP model, N=21

C
15
15
15
20
20
20

K
KR
KR+1
KR+2
KR
KR+1
KR+2

MILP without
MILP with reduction
reduction properties
properties
CPU time (sec.)
CPU time (sec.)
Average Maximum Average Maximum
34.10
158.07
12.66
75.48
73.26
278.18
47.16
245.30
183.19
880.51
102.43
420.23
11.65
19.10
3.10
9.24
23.46
90.41
8.28
25.52
38.22
120.31
27.61
128.06

As can be observed from the Table 5.4, the optimality properties reduce the CPU
times considerably for all problem combinations. Note that when C=15 and K=KR+2
the properties reduce the average CPU times from 183.19 to 102.43 seconds and the
maximum CPU time from 880.51 to 420.23 seconds. Hence, we continue our runs
with MILP using reduction properties.

We report the performance of the branch and bound algorithm in Tables 5.5, 5.6. and
5.7, for N=21, 25 and 29, respectively. Each table reports on the average and
maximum CPU times and average and maximum number of nodes, for a particular
value of number of tasks, N. In Table 5.7, we also report the number of the unsolved
instances, in one hour.
Table 5.5 The B&B algorithm performance for N=21

C
15
15
15
20
20
20

K
KR
KR+1
KR+2
KR
KR+1
KR+2

CPU time (sec.)
# of nodes
Average Maximum Average
Maximum
1.65
7.58
302,969
1,329,139
2.14
8.11
375,893
1,389,694
6.26
28.83
1,162,751 5,283,261
0.48
1.22
95,397
240,375
1.09
2.47
223,221
489,724
0.91
2.59
178,634
439,564
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Table 5.6 The B&B algorithm performance for N=25

C
15
15
15
20
20
20

K
KR
KR+1
KR+2
KR
KR+1
KR+2

CPU time (sec.)
# of nodes
Average Maximum Average
Maximum
40.39
286.74
5,260,838 35,602,800
58.13
448.81
7,742,976 58,111,755
98.27
542.60
13,598,840 72,219,450
7.21
22.12
946,279
3,154,221
18.84
72.62
2,634,441 11,099,184
117.99
667.78
17,720,578 102,342,261

Table 5.7 The B&B algorithm performance for N=29

C
15
15
20
20

K
KR
KR+1
KR
KR+2

CPU time (sec.)
Average Maximum
2.647,10 3.600,09
2.989,78 3.600,01
3.059,61 3.600,01
3.307,02 3.600,01

# of nodes
# of unsolved
Average
Maximum
instance
277.549.242 421.892.843
7
334.091.632 430.714.922
8
357.867.958 447.006.122
8
386.918.954 479.286.191
9

Using the tables, we discuss the effects of the problem size parameters N, K and the
cycle time C, on the performance of the branch and bound algorithm. Our branch and
bound algorithm uses the lower bounds at all nodes and a heuristic procedure as a
starting upper bound.

We observe that the most significant parameter that affects the performance is the
number of tasks, N. Almost all problems with N=21 could be solved in less than 10
seconds. When N becomes 25, the average CPU times increases to about 1 minute,
and the maximum CPU times reaches to about 10 minutes. When N becomes 29, we
observe plenty of instances where the optimal solutions are not reached in 1 hour.
For C=15 and K=KR, we cannot find optimal solutions for 7 instances. On the other
hand, for C=20 and K=KR, we could not reach the optimal solutions in 8 instances.
As the number of tasks increases, the number of nodes increases enormously. When
C=20 and K=KR, increasing the number of tasks from 21 to 25 increases the average
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number of nodes from 95,397 to 946,279. This actually shows that our branch and
bound tree grows rapidly and we have to evaluate more nodes to find the optimal
solution.

We observe that the difference between the CPU times increases with different N
values. For N=21, C=15, the average CPU times for K=KR and K=KR+1 are 1.65 and
2.14 respectively. On the other hand, the average CPU times for K=KR and K=KR+1
are 40.39 and 58.13 respectively when N=25, C=15. For N=21 and N=25, the
difference of the average CPU times from K=KR to K=KR+1 increases from 0.49
seconds to 17.74 seconds. This shows that increase in the number of task has an
enormous effect on the problem complexity.

As can be observed from Table 5.7, when N becomes 29, only 8 out of 40 tried
instances could be solved in 1 hour. Table 5.8 reports the CPU times, for the solved
instances. The table also includes the average and maximum nodes for which optimal
solution is found.

Table 5.8 The B&B algorithm with solved instances, N=29

C

K

15

KR

CPU time (sec.)
# of
sol. Average Maximum

# of nodes

Optimal Node

Average

Maximum

Average

Maximum

3

423,63

795,00

48.361.339

87.568.481

18.938.123

44.698.921

15 KR+1

2

548,86

1.077,90

65.590.925

128.640.447 22.195.595

42.226.549

20

2

898,01

1.646,02

104.021.152 191.759.938 94.264.927 187.748.353

1

670,12

670,12

KR

20 KR+1

84.832.707

84.832.707

322.596

322.596

As can be observed from the above table, the optimal solutions are obtained at the
earlier nodes. As a notable example for the solved instance of C=20 and K=KR+1, the
optimal solution is reached at node 322.596 whereas a total of 84.832.707 nodes are
searched. Hence we can conclude that the solutions found at our termination limit of
one hour, are likely to be optimal. Our branch and bound algorithm with a
termination limit of one hour, can serve as a powerful heuristic procedure, for large
sized problem instance.
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We see that the number of workstations has significant effect on the performance. As
the number of workstations increase, the problems become harder to solve. This is
due to the fact that, with high value of K, the tasks have more chances of assignments
and our branch and bound tree has to go deeper to evaluate all workstations. Note
that when N=25 and C=20, the average CPU times for KR, KR+1 and KR+2 are 7.21,
18.84 and 117.99 seconds respectively, whereas the respective maximum CPU times
are 22.12, 72.62 and 667.78 seconds, respectively.

We also see the significant effect of the cycle time, on the performance. As cycle
time increases, each workstation can take more tasks, and KR values become lower.
As discussed, with lower KR values, we get better performances. Note that when
N=25, the average CPU times for C=15 are 40.39 and 58.13 seconds for K= KR and
K= KR+1 respectively. The respective CPU times decrease to 7.21 and 18.84 seconds
respectively, when the cycle time is equal to 20.

We next evaluate the performances of the upper bounds and report the results in table
5.9.
Table 5.9 The UB Deviations

N
21

C
15

20

25

15

20

29

15
20

K
KR
KR+1
KR+2
KR
KR+1
KR+2
KR
KR+1
KR+2
KR
KR+1
KR+2
KR
KR+1
KR
KR+1

UB Deviation %
Average Maximum
2.60%
6.24%
9.04%
19.74%
13.74%
28.88%
2.94%
4.65%
10.76%
13.72%
20.28%
25.31%
2.75%
3.38%
7.11%
10.08%
13.27%
17.35%
2.30%
3.86%
9.97%
15.29%
17.54%
26.40%
3.39%
5.25%
7.57%
9.73%
2.12%
3.66%
7.28%
11.46%
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The UB Deviation (UBD) values tabulated in Table 5.9 are calculated as follows:

We let:
𝑈𝐵𝑟 = upper bound value of instance r found by heuristic
𝑂𝑃𝑇𝑟 = optimal objective function value of instance r
𝑈𝐵𝐷𝑟 = UBD of instance r

𝑈𝐵𝐷𝑟 =

𝑈𝐵𝑟 − 𝑂𝑃𝑇𝑟
∗ 100
𝑂𝑃𝑇𝑟

This follows:
Average UBD =

10 𝑈𝐵𝐷
𝑟
𝑟=1

10

Max UBD = 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑟 𝑈𝐵𝐷𝑟
For N=29, we report the deviations relative to the best known solution when the
optimal solution is not reached in one hour.

Table 5.9 reveals that performances of the upper bounds deteriorate as the problem
complexity increases, i.e., as the number of tasks and number of workstations
increase and the cycle time decreases.

As can be observed from Table 5.9, the upper bound deviations increase as the
problem size increases. Note that when C=15, the average percent deviations are
2.60, 9.04 and 13.74 for K=KR, KR+1 and KR+2, respectively. When C increases from
15 to 20, the average percent deviations for KR+2 increases from 13.74 to 20.28.
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We now investigate the performances of our mathematical models. Tables 5.10, 5.11
and 5.12 report on the average and maximum CPU times of the Pure Integer
Nonlinear Program (PINLP) model for N=21 and that of the Mixed Integer Linear
Program (MILP) model for N=21 and N=25. We could not obtain a solution in 1 hour
for any instance of 29 tasks with MILP model and any instance of 25 tasks with
PINLP model. Moreover, for N=21, PINLP model could solve some instances with
K=KR and we did not try for K=KR+1 and K=KR+2.
Table 5.10 The PINLP model and MILP model performances, N=21, K=KR
PINLP
CPU time (sec.)

C
15
20

# of
unsolved
Average Maximum instance
2,202.86 3,604.82
5
537.66
3,602.38
1

MILP
CPU time (sec.)
Average
12.66
3.10

# of
unsolved
Maximum instance
75.48
0
9.24
0

As can be observed from Table 5.10, the CPU times of the PINLP model are
significantly higher than those of the MILP model. The PINLP model could not
solve 5 out of 10 instances in 1 hour when C=15 whereas MILP solves those
instances in 12.66 seconds on average.

We also observe that the C value has dominant effect on the performance of both
models. Increase in C value decreases the number of workstations and model
complexity. Higher the C values, more tasks can be assigned to each workstation,
which leads to easier assignment decisions. Note that PINLP leaves only one
unsolved instance in 1 hour when C=20. The number of unsolved instances in 1 hour
is 5 when C=15. The MILP gives average and maximum CPU times of 12.66 and
75.48 seconds respectively when C=15. The respective CPU times are 3.10 and 9.24
seconds when C=20.

Table 5.11 and 5.12 report on the CPU times of the MILP model and the branch and
bound algorithm for N=21 and 25, respectively.
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Table 5.11 The MILP model and B&B algorithm performances, N=21

C
15
15
15
20
20
20

K
KR
KR+1
KR+2
KR
KR+1
KR+2

MILP
CPU time (sec.)
Average Maximum
12.66
75.48
47.16
245.30
102.43
420.23
3.10
9.24
8.28
25.52
27.61
128.06

B&B
CPU time (sec.)
Average Maximum
1.65
7.58
2.14
8.11
6.26
28.83
0.48
1.22
1.09
2.47
0.91
2.59

Table 5.12 The MILP model and B&B algorithm performances, N=25
MILP
CPU time (sec.)

C
15
15
15
20
20
20

K
KR
KR+1
KR+2
KR
KR+1
KR+2

B&B
CPU time (sec.)

# of
# of
unsolved
unsolved
Average Maximum instance Average Maximum instance
293.95
1,715.03
0
40.39
286.74
0
767.25
3,600.03
1
58.13
448.81
0
1,516.22 3,600.03
2
98.27
542.60
0
58.47
178.56
0
7.21
22.12
0
343.33
1,201.55
0
18.84
72.62
0
1,003.28 3,600.02
1
117.99
667.78
0

Note from Tables 5.10 and 5.11 that effects of K and N on the performances of the
MILP programs are dominant. Increasing N and/or K increase the number of the
binary variables, thereby adding to the complexity of the solutions.

We observe from the tables that in all combinations, with no exception, the B&B
algorithm produces better solutions. The B&B algorithm can solve all instances
when N=25 whereas the MILP leaves 4 unsolved instances with 25 tasks. The CPU
times of the solved instances are significantly lower by the B&B algorithm. Note that
the average CPU times of the B&B algorithm are 98.27 and 117.99 seconds for N=25
and K=KR+2 when C=15 and C=20, respectively. The respective average CPU times
by the MILP model are 1,516.22 and 1,003.28 seconds. The maximum CPU time by
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the B&B algorithm is about 10 minutes for N=25 tasks whereas MILP leaves many
unsolved instances after 1 hour of execution.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

This study considers an assembly line balancing problem that concerns workload
smoothing. Our objective is to minimize the sum of the squared deviations of the
workloads around the cycle time, hence to obtain a fair distribution of workload
among the assembly workers. We assume that the line is already set with equipped
workstations and there is a preset production rate.

We first formulate the problem as a pure integer nonlinear program and then give the
mixed integer linear program. We design a branch and bound algorithm that uses the
results of our optimality properties and bounding mechanisms.

Despite its practical importance, the literature on workload smoothing objectives is
quite scarce. To the best of our knowledge, this thesis provides the first optimization
algorithm on workload balancing problem of simple assembly lines.

The results of our computational study have revealed that the mixed integer linear
program runs considerably faster than the pure integer program. We also see that the
optimality properties are effective in reducing the CPU times of the models. The
mixed integer problem with optimality properties is able to solve the problem
instances with up to 25 tasks. We observe that the branch and bound algorithm is
capable of solving problem instances with up to 29 tasks. The number of tasks and
number of workstations are the dominant factors that affect the complexity. Cycle
time is also important parameter whose increase, reduces the solution times.
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Future research may point development of heuristic procedures that use the results of
the study. For example, truncated branch and bound algorithms and beam search
techniques can be developed using our reduction and bounding mechanisms.
Moreover, one can extend our results to more complex assembly lines. For example,
the lines with equipment requirements and different structures like U-shape and
parallel stations might be worth-studying.
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APPENDIX A: GAMS CODE FOR THE PURE INTEGER NONLINEAR
MODEL WITHOUT REDUCTION PROPERTIES

Set
k workstations /
$include GAMSws.txt
/
i jobs /
$include GAMSjobs.txt
/
u(i)/
$include GAMSjobs.txt
/
v(i)/
$include GAMSjobs.txt
/
;
set prior(u,v) /
$include GAMSip.txt
/
;
Parameters
t(i) processing time of job i /
$include GAMStime.txt
/
C cycle time /
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$include GAMScycle.txt
/
ss(k) # of workstation;

ss(k)=ord(k);
Variables
z target
w(k) total processing time at workstation k
x(i,k) if job i assigned to the workstation k;
Binary Variable x;
Positive Variable w;
Equations
cost
load(k)

workstation load

limit(k)

cycle time limitation

priority

immediate predecessors

assignment(i)

complete assignment of the jobs;

cost..

z =e= sum(k, (C-w(k))*(C-w(k)));

load(k)..

sum(i,t(i)*x(i,k))=e=w(k);

limit(k)..

w(k)=l=C;

priority(prior(u,v)).. sum(k,ss(k)*x(u,k))=l=sum(k,ss(k)*x(v,k));
assignment(i)..

sum(k,x(i,k))=e=1;

Model sim /all/ ;
option profile=1;
option iterlim=2e9;
Option optca =0;
option reslim=3600;
Option optcr =0.00;
Solve sim using minlp minimizing z ;
Display x.l, x.m, w.l, w.m;
file fout /INLPresult.txt/;
fout.ap = 1;
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put fout ;
put 'Run on ' system.date ' ' system.time ' using source file ' system.ifile /;
put 'Resource Usage : ' sim.resusd /;
put 'Iteration Count : ' sim.Iterusd /;
put 'Model Status: ' sim.Modelstat /;
put 'Error Level : ' system.ERRORLEVEL/;
put 'Execution Time : ' system.TEXEC/;
put 'Elapsed Time : ' system.elapsed/;
put 'Compile Time : ' system.tcomp/;
put 'Memory Used : ' system.MEMORY /;
putclose;
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APPENDIX B: GAMS CODE FOR THE PURE INTEGER NONLINEAR
MODEL WITH REDUCTION PROPERTIES

Set
k workstations /
$include GAMSws.txt
/
i jobs /
$include GAMSjobs.txt
/
u(i)/
$include GAMSjobs.txt
/
v(i)/
$include GAMSjobs.txt
/
prior(u,v) /
$include GAMSip.txt
/
;
Parameters
t(i) processing time of job i /
$include GAMStime.txt
/
e(i)/
$include GAMSe.txt
/
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l(i)/
$include GAMSl.txt
/
C cycle time /
$include GAMScycle.txt
/
ss(k) # of workstation;
ss(k)=ord(k);
Variables
z target
w(k) total processing time at workstation k
x(i,k) if job i assigned to the workstation k;
Binary Variable x;
Positive Variable w;
Equations
cost
load(k)

workstation load

limit(k)

cycle time limitation

priority

immediate predecessors

assignment(i)
cut1(k)
cut2

complete assignment of the jobs

cut for assignment
cut for station load;

cost..

z =e= sum(k, w(k)*w(k));

load(k)..

sum(i$((e(i) le ord(k))and(l(i) ge ord(k))),t(i)*x(i,k))=e=w(k);

limit(k)..

w(k)=l=C;

priority(prior(u,v)).. sum(k$((e(u) le ord(k))and(l(u) ge
ord(k))),ss(k)*x(u,k))=l=sum(k$((e(v) le ord(k))and(l(v) ge ord(k))),ss(k)*x(v,k));
assignment(i)..
cut1(k)..
cut2..

sum(k$((e(i) le ord(k))and(l(i) ge ord(k))),x(i,k))=e=1;
sum(i$((e(i) le ord(k))and(l(i) ge ord(k))),x(i,k))=g=1;
z=g=(sum(i,t(i))*sum(i,t(i)))/card(k);

Model sim /all/ ;
option limrow = 10 ;
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option profile=1;
option iterlim=2e9;
Option optca =0;
option reslim=3600;
Option optcr =0.00;
Solve sim using minlp minimizing z ;
Display x.l, x.m, w.l, w.m;
file fout /INLPstrongresult.txt/;
fout.ap = 1;
put fout ;
put 'Run on ' system.date ' ' system.time ' using source file ' system.ifile /;
put 'Resource Usage : ' sim.resusd /;
put 'Iteration Count : ' sim.Iterusd /;
put 'Model Status: ' sim.Modelstat /;
put 'Error Level : ' system.ERRORLEVEL/;
put 'Execution Time : ' system.TEXEC/;
put 'Elapsed Time : ' system.elapsed/;
put 'Compile Time : ' system.tcomp/;
put 'Memory Used : ' system.MEMORY /;
putclose;
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APPENDIX C: GAMS CODE FOR THE MIXED INTEGER LINEAR
MODEL WITHOUT REDUCTION PROPERTIES

Set
k workstations /
$include GAMSws.txt
/
i jobs /
$include GAMSjobs.txt
/
u(i)/
$include GAMSjobs.txt
/
v(i)/
$include GAMSjobs.txt
/
prior(u,v) /
$include GAMSip.txt
/
alias(i,j)
;
Parameters
t(i) processing time of job i /
$include GAMStime.txt
/
C cycle time /
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$include GAMScycle.txt
/
ss(k) # of workstation
ni(i) # of job;
ss(k)=ord(k);
ni(i)=ord(i);
Variables
z target
y(i,j,k) continous variable for linearization
x(i,k) if job i assigned to the workstation k;
Binary Variable x;
positive variable y;
Equations
cost

cost equation

load(k)

cycle time limitation

priority

immediate predecessors

assignment(i)

complete assignment of the jobs

cont3(i,j,k)

linearization constraint

cont4(i,j,k)

linearization constraint;

cost..

z =e= sum((i,j,k)$((ni(i) eq

ni(j))),t(i)*t(i)*y(i,j,k))+sum((i,j,k),2*t(i)*t(j)*y(i,j,k));
load(k)..

sum(i,t(i)*x(i,k))=l=C;

priority(prior(u,v)).. sum(k,ss(k)*x(u,k))=l=sum(k,ss(k)*x(v,k));
assignment(i)..

sum(k,x(i,k))=e=1;

cont3(i,j,k)..

y(i,j,k)=g=x(j,k)+x(i,k)-1;

cont4(i,j,k)..

y(i,j,k)=g=0;

Model sim /all/ ;
option limrow = 10 ;
option profile=1;
option iterlim=2e9;
Option optca =0;
option reslim=3600;
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Option optcr =0.00;
Solve sim minimizing z using mip;
Display x.l, x.m;
file fout /MILPresult.txt/;
fout.ap = 1;
put fout ;
put 'Run on ' system.date ' ' system.time ' using source file ' system.ifile /;
put 'Resource Usage : ' sim.resusd /;
put 'Iteration Count : ' sim.Iterusd /;
put 'Model Status: ' sim.Modelstat /;
put 'Error Level : ' system.ERRORLEVEL/;
put 'Execution Time : ' system.TEXEC/;
put 'Elapsed Time : ' system.elapsed/;
put 'Compile Time : ' system.tcomp/;
put 'Memory Used : ' system.MEMORY /;
putclose;
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APPENDIX D: GAMS CODE FOR THE MIXED INTEGER LINEAR
MODEL WITH REDUCTION PROPERTIES

Set
k workstations /
$include GAMSws.txt
/
i jobs /
$include GAMSjobs.txt
/
u(i)/
$include GAMSjobs.txt
/
v(i)/
$include GAMSjobs.txt
/
prior(u,v) /
$include GAMSip.txt
/
alias(i,j)
;
Parameters
t(i) processing time of job i /
$include GAMStime.txt
/
e(i)/
$include GAMSe.txt
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/
l(i)/
$include GAMSl.txt
/
C cycle time /
$include GAMScycle.txt
/
ss(k) # of workstation
ni(i) # of job;
ss(k)=ord(k);
ni(i)=ord(i);
Variables
z target
y(i,j,k) continous variable for linearization
x(i,k) if job i assigned to the workstation k;
Binary Variable x;
positive variable y;
Equations
cost

cost equation

load(k)

cycle time limitation

priority

immediate predecessors

assignment(i)
cut1(k)
cut2

complete assignment of the jobs

cut for assignment
cut for station load

cont3(i,j,k)

linearization constraint

cont4(i,j,k)

linearization constraint;

cost..

z =e= sum((i,j,k)$((ni(i) eq ni(j))and(e(i) le ord(k))and(l(i) ge

ord(k))),t(i)*t(i)*y(i,j,k))+sum((i,j,k)$((e(i) le ord(k))and(l(i) ge ord(k)) and (e(j) le
ord(k))and(l(j) ge ord(k))),2*t(i)*t(j)*y(i,j,k));
load(k)..

sum(i$((e(i) le ord(k))and(l(i) ge ord(k))),t(i)*x(i,k))=l=C;

priority(prior(u,v)).. sum(k$((e(u) le ord(k))and(l(u) ge
ord(k))),ss(k)*x(u,k))=l=sum(k$((e(v) le ord(k))and(l(v) ge ord(k))),ss(k)*x(v,k));
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assignment(i)..
cut1(k)..
cut2..
cont3(i,j,k)..

sum(k$((e(i) le ord(k))and(l(i) ge ord(k))),x(i,k))=e=1;
sum(i$((e(i) le ord(k))and(l(i) ge ord(k))),x(i,k))=g=1;
z=g=(sum(i,t(i))*sum(i,t(i)))/card(k);
y(i,j,k)$((e(i) le ord(k))and(l(i) ge ord(k))and(e(j) le

ord(k))and(l(j) ge ord(k)))=g=x(j,k)$((e(j) le ord(k))and(l(j) ge ord(k)))+x(i,k)$((e(i)
le ord(k))and(l(i) ge ord(k)))-1;
cont4(i,j,k)..

y(i,j,k)$((e(i) le ord(k))and(l(i) ge ord(k))and(e(j) le

ord(k))and(l(j) ge ord(k)))=g=0;
Model sim /all/ ;
option limrow = 10 ;
option profile=1;
option iterlim=2e9;
Option optca =0;
option reslim=3600;
Option optcr =0.00;
Solve sim minimizing z using mip;
Display x.l, x.m;
file fout /MILPstrongresult.txt/;
fout.ap = 1;
put fout ;
put 'Run on ' system.date ' ' system.time ' using source file ' system.ifile /;
put 'Resource Usage : ' sim.resusd /;
put 'Iteration Count : ' sim.Iterusd /;
put 'Model Status: ' sim.Modelstat /;
put 'Error Level : ' system.ERRORLEVEL/;
put 'Execution Time : ' system.TEXEC/;
put 'Elapsed Time : ' system.elapsed/;
put 'Compile Time : ' system.tcomp/;
put 'Memory Used : ' system.MEMORY /;
putclose;
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